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ABOUT THE SHOW

 Clara Bradshaw’s Christmas Day just isn’t the same since she lost her father. Struggling to find the 
meaning of what she believes is a “pointless holiday,” her mysterious uncle visits, leaving Clara with a 
nutcracker as a gift. After discovering the nutcracker’s magical powers, Clara and her friends embark on a 
journey to the Land of Sweets to find the true meaning of Christmas. From dances to daring sword fights, be 
whisked away by this classic Christmas fairy tale – with a ROCKIN’ musical twist!

The OG Nutcracker
(Read the passage then answer the questions below)

 In 1816, The Nutcracker and the Mouse King was written and published by author E.T.A. Hoffmann.  The 
story follows a young girl named Marie who receives a small wooden nutcracker for Christmas from her 
Godfather, Drosselmeyer, a clock designer and inventor.  In the original story, Marie doesn’t immediately go to 
the Doll Kingdom (later called The Land of Sweets) until after the Mouse King has been defeated. The battles 
all take place in her room while the soldier is still toy size leaving Marie to believe that she is dreaming.  
Throughout the story we learn that the Nutcracker was once a human and had a curse placed on him when he 
accidently killed the Mouse King’s Mother.   It isn’t until after the toy soldier’s victory that Marie sees him 
transform back into a human.  He then leads her to the Doll Kingdom to become his future queen!  

Fast forward 76 years later to 1892…

 A Russian Composer, Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky, wrote the iconic music this is still known and celebrated 
to this day. The ballet took some original pieces from Hoffman’s story, sensationalized the plot with a few 
changes and with the help of the original choreographers, Marius Petipa and Lev Ivanov, brought to life a new 
holiday tradition.  In Tchaikovsky’s ballet, we see Marie’s name changed to Clara, The Doll Kingdom renamed to 
The Land of Sweets, and the exclusion of the backstory with the Mouse Queen and her son’s, The Mouse King, 
rise to power.  Much of the original story, however, remains the same.  The ballet opens with a glorious 
Christmas celebration and Clara’s godfather, Drosselmeyer, gifts her the wooden nutcracker.  After Clara is 
shrunken and watches the nutcracker defeat the Rat King, she is taken to the Land of Sweets and travels 
throughout the kingdom meeting many colorful characters, including the famous Sugar Plum Fairy, caretaker in 
the prince’s absence.  In the Land of Sweets, the Nutcracker has transformed back into a prince and all his 
subjects come to celebrate his return.  After a large sequence of dance called a Grand Pas De Deux, the Sugar 
Plum Fairy sends the Prince and Clara off into the sky in a magical sled pulled by reindeer as all their subjects 
wave goodbye.

 Tchaikovsky is credited with having written some of the most influential ballets still performed by 
companies all over the world.  Other famous works include Sleeping Beauty, Swan Lake, and Romeo & Juliet 
Overture.  His music will live on in many retellings of this classic story and will always be known as some of the 
most iconic music in history. 
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Let’s Define
Vocab Words

Pas De Deux - noun
noun: pas de deux; plural noun: pas de deux
1. a dance for two people, typically a man and a woman.

Influential - adjective
1. having a great impact on someone or something.

Sensationalized - verb
past tense: sensationalized; past participle: sensationalized
1. To present information about something in a way that provokes public 
    interest and excitement, at the expense of accuracy.

Choreographer - noun
noun: choreographer; plural noun: choreographers
1. a person who composes the sequence of steps and moves for a performance of dance.

Composer – noun
1. a person who writes music, especially as a professional occupation.

Reading Questions
Circle the answers to the questions

1. What year was the Ballet by Tchaikovsky written?
A. 1872
B. 1816
C. 1876
D. 1892

2. In the original Story, the main character isn’t named Clara, but instead is named?
A. Maria
B. Marie
C. Clare
D. Madeline

3. What was the name of the original Nutcracker story?
A. Clara and The Nutcracker
B. The Nutcracker
C. The Nutcracker and the Mouse King
D. Nutcracker ROCKS! 
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4. The ballet was written by an Italian Composer named Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
A. TRUE
B. FALSE

5. Tchaikovsky has written the following ballets except for…
A. Sleeping Beauty 
B. The Nutcracker 
C. Swan Lake 
D. Cinderella

Grade Level Activities
Sequencing 
Place the order of events in the sequence in which they happened on stage. Start with the number 1 for the 
first scene that happens and end with 9.  (Hint: there are some sequences that DON’T belong in this order.  
Put a big X in the box for a sequence that doesn’t belong with this story.

___The Nutcracker’s arm breaks

___The Sugar Plum Fairy’s riddle was solved by Clara

___The Rat King and Nick (N1K) have their final battle

___The glass slipper fits on Clara’s foot

___Pepper (Mint) gives N1K and Clara a map to find The Sugar Plum Fairy

___The Rat King and N1K fight in Clara’s room

___Clara and N1K travel to the Land of Sweets

___Clara wakes up back at home

___Uncle Drosselmeyer gives Clara a Nutcracker

___Clara sells N1K for 3 magic beans

___Clara and N1K play Gum Ball
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Measuring Height 

In the show, Clara’s wooden nutcracker grows from a 1-foot-tall toy to a 6-foot-tall real nutcracker soldier! 
How many wooden nutcrackers would you need to stack on top of each other to equal the height of the real 
nutcracker soldier? ____________________Nutcrackers.

Measuring Time

In Nutcracker ROCKS!, Clara is only gone for 30 minutes in the human world but has been in The Land of 
Sweets for many hours. Using the information below, find the difference of time between the two worlds?

Use the information below to figure out the time conversion between worlds.

1. 30 minutes in the human world =       3     hours in the land of sweets

2. 10 minutes in the human world = ______hour in the land of sweets 

3. 1 hour in the human world =______hours in the land of sweets 

4. 10 hours in the human world =_____ hours in the land of sweets

Write your own time conversion and solve! 

1. ____ minutes/hours in the Human World = ______ minutes/hours in The Land of Sweets

2. ____ minutes/hours in the Human World = ______ minutes/hours in The Land of Sweets



Word Search

Find the words below in the word search.  Words can be found diagonally, vertically, and horizontally.

Drusselmeyer -Nick - Rat King - Fritz - Land of Sweets - Christmas - Tchaikovsky - Sugar Plum Fairy - Pepper 
Mint - Gum Ball - Duel - Nutcracker Rocks
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ANSWER KEY

Reading Questions
1. D
2. B
3. C
4. B
5. D

Sequencing Order
2
7
8
X
5
3
4
9
1
X
6

Measuring height
1. 5 Nutcrackers

Measuring time
1. 3
2. 1
3. 6
4. 60

Word Search
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State Standards Covered
W.2.3 Write narratives to recount a well elaborated event or short sequence of events, include details to 
describe actions, thoughts, and feelings, use temporal words to signal event order, and provide a sense of 
closure.

RL.3.1 Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text as 
the basis for the answers.

2.MD.3 Estimate lengths using units of inches, feet, centimeters, and meters.

1.MD.3 Work with time and money. a. Tell and write time in hours and half-hours using analog and digital 
clocks.

3.MD.1 Work with time and money. a. Tell and write time to the nearest minute. Measure time intervals in 
minutes (within 90 minutes). Solve real-world problems involving addition and subtraction of time intervals 
(elapsed time) in minutes, e.g., by representing the problem on a number line diagram or clock. 


